MURMURATION

Variation I

“And I? I drink, I burn, I gather dreams. And sometimes I tell a story.”
“What do we glean from the stories of other women?”
Terry Tempest Williams, “When Women Were Birds”
Last summer, while I was watching the senate hearings, I started to think about ways that women
are not heard or, by choice, stay silent and wait. I wanted to put together a project that would build
into a kind of chorus of collective ideas and voices to counteract the moment of hopelessness. Days
later, I fortuitously discovered the book "When Women Were Birds" by writer/environmentalist/activist,
Terry Tempest Williams. The opening passages are blank, a reference to three shelves of empty journals
inherited from her mother, discovered only after her mother had passed away. These unﬁlled pages are
an invitation to imagine/reimagine the words left unspoken or the stories that can be told moving
forward. Murmuration counters expectations of a conventional exhibition series. Each new installation
will reconﬁgure and be added to the previous, building in complexity as the series evolves, creating a
chorus of imagery and narrative from nine women artists from across the state of Virginia.
-Rebecca Silberman
Nava Levenson
“Birds remain my compass points. Wherever I am, the winged ones orient me: a red-winged blackbird in a marsh;
a willet on a beach; a kestrel hovering in a ﬁeld.” - Terry Tempest Williams
“Field Guide to Compass Points” is an assemblage of voice; a chorus within a larger chorus, a
glimpse into the memory and story of women. As Tempest Williams’ mother’s journals where blank;
my mother keeps all her sentimental objects in white cloth bag stowed away.
Objects, rich with history and sentiment, have always been my compass points. Objects are
resource; objects are home. The inability to let go contrasted with ability to hold on and remain accountable for a collection of objects who otherwise ﬂoat among our planet is at the root of my practice. This
wallpaper is a collection of objects of maternal sentimental value to myself, my mother, and my
collaborators. They stand together occupying both wild and domestic ecologies.
Scattered among the scape are also handkerchiefs from “A Napkin A Day: February 2019.” This
project is a ritual and collection of personal mess within my domestic ecology. These spatterings, spills,
and residue beg us to consider the site speciﬁcity of dirt as an object deﬁned by its context.

Martha Saunders
Collaborations spawn unknown forms from multiple imaginations, creating a force that hopes
to reveal another way. Murmurations, a physical manifestation of many voices, become a
large reaction to be reckoned with. Visions combined strengthen and clarify to culminate into
a uniﬁed song.
There is a Greek myth where a woman’s voice is taken away and her ability to speak stolen, so
that she will not reveal the truth of her experience. Banished into a concealed life by a king, she
spends years translating her rage, sadness, and grief into sewn eﬃgies that replicate the conﬂict
that determined her fate. As this tragedy progresses into scenes of confrontation and acts of
revenge, the character in the end changes into a bird, leaving the listener of this tale with the
hope of transformation.
Rebecca Silberman
The last Carolina parakeet, the only North American parrot, died at the Cincinnati Zoo in 1918,
almost exactly 100 years ago. One night I dreamt that there were nocturnal birds with feathers of
vantablack, the darkest substance known. They couldn’t be seen, so they couldn’t be destroyed; they
were adapted to human exploitation by evolving into “Invisible Birds.”
The fabric imagery for this project is based on the “Invisible Bird” series, which made use
exclusively of expired tintype plates—up to ten years beyond usability. The setting is a cleared plot
of land close by my home. This “stump garden” serves as the backdrop to handmade cloth
backdrops depicting ﬂocks of birds, one fabricated from small eﬃgies and another photographed as
an exploding murmuration. The plates have been translated into a new generation of gossamer
backdrops and layered together with the originals depicted in the tintypes, in a potentially inﬁnite
cycle of creation and re-creation.
The knees featured in this installation are a life study from a plaster statue my grandmother,
Sarah Silberman, made of a somber classical work inﬂuenced by Italian funerary ﬁgures. I had the
hand resting above the knees for years as well, but only made the connection that they were from
the same ﬁgure study working on this project. The pedestal was found down in the woods when we
moved to our building twenty-ﬁve years ago. These elements for this project about women and
stories and generations, voice and silence have emerged out of a bank of advancing smoke in my

mind. Why did I place the knees in the burned up sink pedestal? I have no idea, but it ﬁt like they
were made to go together. And down the hill in the rain just days ago I found a heavy moss-covered
block with an open cavity, like the cap of a chimney stack. It holds the pedestal perfectly and
another line in the tale is written. There is still so much to uncover, discover and recover. Our story
is not over…
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